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above (in writing) at an earlier place.
The two cases described above.

ahead Leading or ahead in a competition.
I see the lights of a town ahead.

antecedence Preceding in time.

before
Earlier in time; previously.
They began trotting through the city with guards running before and
behind.

beforehand Before an action or event; in advance.
Rooms must be booked beforehand.

betimes Before the usual or expected time; early.
Next morning I was up betimes.

eighth One part in eight equal parts.
eleventh Position 11 in a countable series of things.

fifth A quantity of liquor equal to one fifth of a United States gallon.
He was fifth out of several hundred runners.

five A playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips.
forego Be earlier in time; go back further.

forward Forward in time or order or degree.
A forward child badly in need of discipline.

fourth In the fourth place.
Fourthly you must pay the rent on the first of the month.

front Provide something with a front or facing of a particular type or material.
Parents get a bit worried if you don t front up now and then.

ninth One part in nine equal parts.
Going into the ninth they were a run ahead.
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precede Be the predecessor of.
Stone tools precede bronze tools.

preceding Existing or coming before.
The preceding pages.

predate Prey on or hunt for.
These mammals predate certain eggs.

prefatory Serving as an introduction or preface.
In his prefatory remarks the author claims that.

prematurely Before the end of the normal period of gestation.
His son died prematurely.

prior The head of a religious order in an abbey the prior is next below the abbot.
He had no juvenile record no priors.

quintuple Five times as much or as many.
The company s revenues would quintuple over the next decade.

second In the second place.
Second we must consider the economy.

seventh The musical interval between one note and another seven notes away from
it.

six Denoting a quantity consisting of six items or units.
sixth The musical interval between one note and another six notes away from it.
tenth A tenth part one part in ten equal parts.

third In the third place.
It contains approximately a third of the minimum daily requirement.

twenty Denoting a quantity consisting of 20 items or units.

untimely At a time that is unsuitable or premature.
His untimely death in military action.
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